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Classroom Guide to the Equilibrium
Exchange Rate Model

Sergio Da Silvat

ABSTR-{cr

The article presents a classroom-suited version of the equilibrium erchange rqte moclel o.f
Stocbnan (1987) that Jbatures Cobb-Douglas functional./brms Jbr both production and utility,
and considers .fbreign exchange intenention explicitly.

l . INTRoDUct loN

f-l-l Hrs IRTICLE presents a simplified version of the equilibrium exchange rate model of

I Stockman (1987). It ains to present a useful classroom teaching model ofa complicated
I model. Stocknan's (1987) model has been sometimes presented as tie equilibrium

exchange rate model in textbooks for undergmduates (e.g. Giinner, 1993, pp.204-210).
Actually, Stockman (1987) discusses informally seyeral models that are pafticular cases of a

more general (but messier) one introduced earlier in Stockman (1980) (e.g. Stockman. 1987,
p-14; also Stockrnan, 1980, pp.689-692). A novelty in this presentation is the use of Cobb-
Douglas functional forms for both production and utility, together with an explicit modelling of
foreign exchange inten ention. This procedure simplifies enormously the solulion to the equi-
librium model.

The equilibrium approach to exchange rates is identified not only with the models pre-
sented in Stockman (1980 and 1987), but atso with Lucas (1982), and Svensson (1985). among
others. Its concept of equilibrium refers to the assumption that mark€ts clear though price
adjustments, so equilibrium models typically assunre that all prices are fully flexible. In a

sense, equilibrium models are the offshoot of the macro literature on real business cycles
(Taylor, 1995, p.24, n.21). Also, they are arguably equilibrium versions of the old-fashioned
elasticity approach to the fbreign exchange market (Stoclcaan, 1980, pp.674,693).

The model of Stockman (1987), in particulal is based on simple microeconomic prin-
ciples within an intertemporal optiruizing framework. Preference shifts and productivity shocks
can change the real exchange rate. Accordingly, purchasing power parity (PPP) holds neither
permanently - as in flexible-price 'nonetarist'-type models nor in the long run, as in the
sticky-pdce Dombusch (1976) model.

The major argument ofthe model of Stockman (1987) is the following. From rnicro-
economics we krow that real disturbances to demands lbr goods or supplies of goods 

- such
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as preference shifts or productivity shocks - cause relative prices to change. These encompass
the relative price offoreign goods in temx ofdomestic goods, i.e. the real exchange rate defined
as the terms oftuade. Nominal exchang€ rate changes need not lead to real changes, as in the
Dombusch model; rather, real exchange mt€ changes are an equilibrium response to underlying
changes in real factors. For that reasoq neither nominal nor real exchange rate volatility are
'good' or 'bad'.

As a consequence, there is a credible case to be made that govemments should not
invoke protectionist restrictions oftrade in goods or financial assets as a response to changes in
the exchange rates. Foreign exchange inten ention camot affect the real exchange rate by alter-
ing the nominal rate through monetary policy. lntervention affects the real rate only if it sig-
nals the willingness to pursue policies that affect it (Stocknan, 1987, p-29). Also, the choice of
fixed versus flexible exchange rate on its own is not important for the real exchange mte, the
trade balance, and the curent account (Stockman, 1987, pp.12, 29), Trade deficits do not cause
cunency depreciation, nor does currency depreciation on its own help to reduce a tr"de deficit
(Stocknan, 1987, p.l3). Thus, one cannot blame decreased competitiveness on the exchange
rate,

Why should one be interested in the equilibrium exchange rate model? One good rea-
son is that deviations ofreal exchange rates from PPP appear to be persistent. As observed, 'the
centrul puzzle in intemational business cycle is that real exchange rates are volatile and per-
sistent' (Chari, Kshoe and McGrattan, 2000, p.1). In practice PPP does not s€em to hold. The
equilibrium approach illustrates why this might not be so surpdsing. Another reason is related
to modelling. A recent attempt to provide the traditional sticky-price Dombusch model with
microfoundations is the so-called'new open economy macroeconornics' (e.g. Obstfeld and
Rogoffi 1996, ch.10). A drawback with such an approach, however. is that models are com-
plicated, though that in itselfis not a reason to reject the approach. An attempt to simplify these
models is the model ofCorsetti and Pesenti (2001). They use Cobb-Douglas functions and solve
their model graphically. Corsetti and Pesenti draw on some of the insights which are present in
the Stockman's ( 1 987) model being discussed here- So a further simplifrcation of the model of
Stocknan using precisely Cobb-Douglas functions will be the objective ofthis paper

2. THE MODEL

Building on Stocknan (1987), a two country model is d€veloped. The countries are identical
except for the differences described below- In particulal the countries have equal populations,
and households in each country have the same tastes- There fie two nonnal perishable goods,
say oranges and apples. The domestic country say the US - produces only oranges, where-
as the foreign country - say the UK - 

produces only apples. The number of units ofthe
domestic good (oranges) produced each time period is denoted by 11 , and the quantity of the
foreign good (apples) produced each time period is denoted by {/. There is perfect competi-
tion among producers, The two countries trade with no barriers, transportation or transaction
costs so that households can consume the same amounts of both goods as they have the same
tastes. The model describes the world in each one ofa series oftime periods. The intefiempo-
ral model is described by repeating the model (Table l) at each time period (Stochrun, 1987,
p.22). The requirements needed for that setting to work are explained below-

Instead of modelling production as a pure endowment, production of oranges and
apples at each date is govemed by a Cobb-Douglas technologr, i.e.
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where r(, is the domestic capital at time l; r(,/ is the foreign capital at /; N/ stands for the labour

existing at 1, and both countries are assumed to have equal labour N, each period since they have

the same population each period; and d €(At 1) gives the capital share ofincome, assumed

to be the same in the two counffies, (Given that production functions (1) and (2) are linearly
homogeneous, the assumption that both countries have an equal number of residents could be

relaxed, the model could be fomulated in per capita terms, and K could be interpreted as the

capital labour ratio.)
As both representative households in the two countries have the same tast€s, they are

assumed to have the same utility function U given by the Cobb-Douglas functional form as

well, i.e.

u, = y,p (y,r )' 
p (3)

where B€(0,1) stands for the share ofthe domestic good to be consumed regardless of
changes in the relative price (the real exchange rate) (Stockman, 1987, p.17, n,13). The
assumption ofonly one utility function for the two counries is implicit in most part ofthe infor-
mal analysis presented by Stockman (1987).

Gaftner (1993, p.206), for instance. explicitly uses a unique utiliq, function in his text-
book, although not a Cobb-Douglas one, Stockman (1987, p.17, n.l3) himself comments on a
possible usage of a Cobb-Douglas functional form for utility.

According to (3), both domestic and foreign households always spend at each date

some fixed fraction of their incomes on each good, no matter what the real exchange rate is.

The domestic household consumption, C, is given by

C, = BY,

and the foreign household consumption, g, is

cl --(1- fiv,t (5)

Equation (4), for instance, says that the representative household in the US can, and wants to,
allocate the same budget share to oranges at time period t, regardless of the relative price of
apples in tems oforanges, Since the domestic and foreign households have the same tastes,
C,=(1- P)y,t and CJ = PY, are also implied. A Cobb-Douglas utility furction implies no

wealth redistribution effects following either changes in tastes (occurring in both countries
equally) or productivrty shocks (Stockman, 1987, p.17, n.l3).

As in Stockman (1981, p.22, n.l E), households are assumed to discount future utility
at the same rate, and (3) is a time invariant instantaneous utility function, in which lifetime util-
ity is additively separable in first and second period consumption. These assumptions enable
equation (3) to hold each period.

Another feature of the time separable Cobb-Douglas utility function is that it is a bor-
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derline case in which the elasticity ofsubstitution between foreign and domestic goods is equal

to one; as a consequence, trade is balanced each period (Stockman, 1987, p.26, n.20) This will
be clarified shortly, The elasticity of substitution between foreign and domestic goods F is
defined (Stockman, 1987, p.19, n.l5) as;

LL-' 
0tE')d(Y'lY'r) 16I
(y, ty: )du EJ

where E, is the real exchange rate at time period t, as defined below. Considering (l) and (2)

together with (14) (to be presented below) as well as their appropriate derivatives in (6), it can

be vedfied that actually l.l= I in the Cobb-Douglas utility tunction.
The price ofthe domestic good (oranges) at time period t is denoted by P,, whereas the

price ofthe foreign good (apples) at t is expressed as ,f/. As usual, the relative price ofthe
foreign good in terms of the domestic good - the relative price of imports - at time period /
is defined as the real exchange rate, 4 , i.e-

('pl

P

(7t

(8)

where t is the nominal exchange late at / defined as the price ofthe foreign cunency (pounds)

measured in terms ofthe domestic cunency (dollars).

If agents optimize, relative prices equal the marginal rate of substitution between

goods in equilibrium. ln terms ofthis model that means that the real exchange rate is equal to

the marginal rate of substitution in consumption between foreign and domestic goods in equi-

librium- i.e.

- au, tav,r
au, tav,

where ELI, / 6Y,t and 7Lr, / 3Y, are the marginal utility of the foreign good and dre domestic

good respectively, Equation (8) is also given in Gaffiler's (1993, p.205) presentation of the

equilibrium model.
Substituting function (3) into equation (8), the latter becomes:

- r-BlY, I (e)

"': p ld)
Equation (9) shows that a shift in tastes away from the domestic good toward the foreign good

occurring in both countries equally at time period r (a fall in p) increases the real exchange rate

E in that period, That occurs because the demand for the domestic good shrinks and the demand

for the foreign good goes up simultaneously. The demand for the foreign good must increase

as well because any reduction in the demand for the domestic good should be accompanied by

an increase in the demand for something else, given household budgets and also because per-

ishable goods do not allow for savings (Stockman, 1987, p. l6). Equation (9) shows, too, that
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factors afi'ecting { and t/ are also able to change the real exchangs rat€. as dlscussed below.
That trade is balanced each period in this model can now be made clear. The balance

ofpayments 4 is
B,=p,(y,-C,)_5,p,'(.y,, _C!) ( l0)

where 11 - C/ are expofis. and )j' - et represent impots (e.g. Mankir., 1997). Considering (4).
(5), and (7) in ( 10), equaiion (9) holds fbr B, : 0.

Money market equilibria in the two countdes are described in this model as

(l l)

(12)

and

?t;i
u,'(s,\

"/ l-,l
=(",,1

:
I
I
t
)

where M. and M,'.are- money supply rxrgets in rhe domestic and foreign countr) respec_
tively:S is a nominal exchanBe rate targst; 6€ (0,-) stands for the income elasticity of
money demand assumed to be the same in the two countries; and 4 e 1 

,*. _; is a policy paiam-
eter defrning th€ t]?e of foreign exchange intervention. Equations ( I I ) and ( 12) are particular
cases of standard LMs, to which the assumption of zero interest elasticity of money demand is
made along with the addition of a policy rule.

A critical feature ofthe equilibrium model is tbe non_existence of either a precaution_
ary or a speculative demand for money (the implications of dropping such an assumption can
be appreciated in Stockman, 198?, pp.25: 26, n.22;27. n.2+). Voney demand depends only on
rncome, So in (l l) and (12), the real money demand in each country in tenls ofihut 

"ouniry,,output good is a particular function ofthe country's real income rneasured in the countrv,s out-
put good, as in stoclanan (1987, p- l8-19). Another crucial assumption is that the dernand for
money in each country is expressed in terms of a differelt basket oi goods (Stockman, 19g7, p.
l9)- So money demands must differ across countries (Stockman, fl8f, p.D), as in (ll) and(i2). such an assumption is needed because it is possible to irnagine measures ofreal money
demands in each country that are invariant to both preference shilis and productivity shocks; for
instance, the nominal money demand being proportional to nomjnal consumptron (Stockman.
1987. p.t9r.

The policy rule underlying equation (ll) is ,lZ, =,1.1, (S,lS-,) , where M, stands for
the domestic money supply. An analogous rure is implicit in (i2). Intenention lblrows such
rules whereby the money supply is varie<l in response to current changes in the nominal
exchange rate. The polar cases of frxed and flexible exchange rates correspond to inhnrty and
zero values, respectively, of the intervention parameter d. Leaning_against-the_wiru1 interven_
tion is.epresented by 4 e ( --, 0 ) , whereas leaning-into-the-w-ind inten-ention is given by
0 € (0,-). Suchapolicyrule is suggested by, for example, Marston (1985, p.910) (see also
Scarth, 1988, p.195, and Obstfeld and RogotT, 1996, p.632).
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Free float occurs when 4 is zero because in that situation the domestic central bank

focuses exclusively ol1 the target of the domestic money supply M, . abstaining from any inter-

vention in the foreign exchange market ( M/ =M, if Q =o ). The fixed exchange rate regime

holds when @ approaches inhnity because in that case the domestic central bank focuses exclu-

sively on its nominal exchange rate target S, , without thinking about the domestic money

supply (S, =S', ifo )-), DesPite the fact that M, is endogenous with a fixed exchange rate,

there are no monetary consequerlces coming from the balance ofpayments because trade is bal-

anced each period (8, :0) in this model, as was previously noted.

Leaning against the wind is the interv€ntion operation that attempts to move the

exchange rate in the opposite direction from its curent trend, and leaning into the wind is moti-

vated by the central bank's desire to support curent exchange rate trends. Both leaning against

the $,ind and leaning into the wind are here carried out by changes in M, It might be nored

that whether such changes are sterilized is not discussed.

Thus, if S, > q for any rcason, the aim ofleaning against the wind is to rcduce tlre

current nominal e"change rate S,. That can be achieved by reducing M' because @ <-0 
. 
If

S, < S, , the aim of the leaning-against-the-wind intervention is to increase M, Since leaning

into the wincl signifies suppofting the current noninal exchange rate trend, if Sr > s, that son

of intervention means increasing M, when p>0. Finatly' if S,<S, ,leaning into the wind

implies reducing M, . A similar rationale applies to the foreign country
It should be noted in ( I l) and (12) that central baDl(s in the two countries are assumed

to coordinate their decisions (as in Stoclcnan, 1980, p682, n.17) conceming both nominal

exchange rate targets and foreign exchange intervention; accordingly, S, rnd policy parameter

@ are the same in the two countries. That assumption prevents game-theoretic aspects ofthe
decisions to interwene in the foreign exchange malket as well as international liquidity or

reserve problems (Stockman, 1980, p.682, n.17) This completes the description ofthe model'

Table I summarises this version of the equilibrium exchange rate model, in which the

seven endogenous variables are S, .l? .4E, I /and U.

Table 1: The equilibrium exchange rate model with Cobb-Douglas utility

:

I
I

functions and int€rvention

!
s,

Y, = K,"N,' ", t)<u<1

vr =(K!\ N:-"

u,=v,o (\') ', o.P.t
< Dt

-' P,

- t-p( Y, \
B IY')

d>0,--<0<*

M!
P:

(1)

(2)

(3)

('7)

(e)

(11)

(12)
= (ti'J
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3. SorrrrroN
To frnd a solution for the nominal exchange rate we first insed equations (11) and (12) into (7),
after using (1) and (2) in the resulting expressionst this yields

Equation ( 13) shows that the nominal exchange rate depends on money supply targets and cap-
ital stocks in both countries, the real exchange rate, and parameters a and 6

Secondly, since PPP does not hold in this model even in the long nul, the real exchange
rate E, is endogenous in (13), It can thus be d€tennined by substituting (l) and (2) into (9) to
glve

Equation (14) shows that the real exchange rate depends on capital stocks (and productivity
shocks) in both countries, factor shares, and preferences ofconsumption over both domestic and

foreign goods. A shift in tastes away from the domestic good toward the foreign good occur-
ring at time period t in the two countries equally (i.e. a fall in p ) increases the real exchange
rate in (14), as in equation (9). The real exchange rate also goes up if either domestic produc-
tivity rises or foreign productivity falls, because that implies increases in K, or reductions in
,(,/ respectively (Stocknan, 1987, p.l5).

The classical dichotomy holds in this model. Nominal exchange rate changes do not
cause real exchange rate changes- This nright seem at odds with definition (7). Howeveq $
and -E', alike are endogenous variables, which simultaneously respond to changing real factors,

such as preferences and technology. This might explain the stylized I'act that noninal and real'
exchange rates are highly correlated. However. an implication ofthis framework is that such
a correlation cannot be exploited by govemment policy in the sense that foreign exchange inter-
vention will fail to affect the real exchange rate by changing the nominal rate (Stocl rall, 1987,
p.12).

Thirdly, we inserl equation (14) into (13) to produce

(13)

(15)

The nominal exchange rate thus depends on the same factors affecting the real rate together with
money supply targets in the two countries and the income elasticity of money demand E Shills
in tastes aflect the nominal rate in the same fashion as they alter the real rate. As in monetary
models, increases in the domestic money supply target and/or falls in the foreign money supply
target push the nominal exchange rate up. Howevel the response ofthe nominal rate to changes

in both domestic and foreign productivities depends critically on the value ofparameter 6.

Both real and nomrnal exchange rates should also depend on the elastrcity of substitu-

tion between foreign and domestic goods p, which in this model is equal to one. Ifa generic

'='l#trfi'

'+(+l

'=+(#)(+)"'

( l4)
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utility function 
- 

rcther than the specific Cobb-Douglas functional form - had been adopted,
the parameter 1|l would have appeared explicitly in ( I 4) and ( 1 5) , For a generic utility function,
Stocknan (1987, p.19, n.15) shows that the elasticity ofthe real exchange rute with respect to
dornestic productivity is equal to l/,r4 and the elasticity of the nominal exchange rate with
rcspect to domestic productivity is equal to 1/4-t Since 4 = 1 in this model, the former elas-
licity is equal to one, and the latter is given by 1-6. Thus, the l-dterm in (15) gives the elas-
ticity ofthe nominal exchange rate with respect to domestic productivity.

The elasticity of the nominal exchange rate with respect to domestic productivity
encompasses two effects coming from supply and demand sides, namely the 'rclative price
effect' and the 'money demand effect'. These effects push the nominal exchange rate in oppo-
site directions in response to increases in domestic productivity (Stockman. 1987, p-19)- A
growth in domestic productivity that pushes domestic output up gives rise to a greater real
exchaage rate, and that causes the nominal rate to go up (equation (13). That is the relative
price effect. Howeveq the increased output also causes the money demand to rise, and that
shrinhs the nominal exchaage rate. That is the money demand effect.

An increase (fall) in domestic (foreign) productivity can increase or reduce the nomi-
nal exchange rate in (15). For sensible values of the income elasticity of money demand - i.e.
d € (0, l) - increases (falls) in domestic (foreign) productivity cause the norninal exchange
mte to rise (i.e. to depreciate). because the relative price effect (p = l) ovemhadows the money
demand effect (6 ). lf d € ( I , -), increases in Kr and/or drops in r(,/ provoke S, to fall, because

the money demand efl'ect is dominant. When the two effects exactly compensate for each other
(5 = l), neither domestic nor foreign productivity shocks can alter the nominal exchange rate.
In that case, the model collapses into a monetarist type model (with tastes added up into the
demand side) because only money supplies influence the nominal exchange rate.

It might be noted that- since parameter 0 does not appear in either (14) or (15), foreign
exchange interyention cannot affect either the real or noninal exchange rate. It should be clear
that this result depends crucially on the simplifrcations made in a benchmark model like this
one, and does not hold in more sophisticated settings (Stockman, 1987, p.29). This will be dis-
cussed shorfly. Nevertheless, govemment intervention is not needed because neither high nom-
inal exchange rate variability nor massive changes ofthe real eKchange rate are 'good' or ,bad',

in the sense that they reflect the necessary equilibrium adjustment to changing tastes and pro-
ductivities. Indeed, 'variabiltty of exchange rates is no more inherently undesirable than vari-
abilrty in a person's mood throughout a day, and both reflect underlying conditions and pol!
cies' (Stockman, 1987 , p.29).

The major success ofthe equilibrium model is to explain why ppp should not hold, as
observed at the beginning of this paper. Deviations of real exchange rates from ppp seem to be
persistent. Stockman (1987, p.28) argues that this degree ofpersistence appears to be too large
to explain on the basis of disequilibrium models that postulate sticky nominal prices- Indeed,
the length of time over which an economy usually recovers from recessions would provide a
rough estimate ofthe time it takes the price level to adjust to its new equilibrium following a
shock. This estimate would thus suggest a period of two to thlee years. The Dombusch model
predicts that the real and nominal exchange rates should retum toward their equilibrium levels
when goods prices do. But estimates suggest that nominal and real exchange rates take a much
longer time (perhaps only after fbur to seven years) to begin retuming to their original level.
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However, the equilibrium approach that incorporates permanent real disturbances is consistent
with real exchange rate persistence, Also, the equilibrium approach is not at odds with the styl-
ized fact that nominal and real exchange rates are highly coffelated. as observed above- Here
the rationale is that nominal and real exchange rates might be driven by a same common real
factor, such as changing tastes and productivities.

A drawback of this simple model is the apparent ineffectiveness of foreign exchange
intervention. Indeed, the volatility of real exchange rates seem to be mucb higher under sys-
tems of flexible exchange rat€$ than under systems of fixed exchange rates- Stockman obsen'es
(1987, p.29), however, that there are many conditions (not all very realistic) that an economy
must meet for the norninal exchange rate system to be totally irrelevant for real exchange rates.
One condition requires that all the other goyernment policies are the same under both exchange
rate systems (see Stoclatan, 1983). If they are not. then the behaviour of real exchange rates
may differ under the tw-o systems even if the equilibrium model is the more useful approach.
Notwithstanding this fact, the equilibriurn model has some other radically different policy
implications than disequilibrium theories. For instance, lbreign exchange intervention cannol
aflect the real exchange rate simply by changing Lhe nominal rate. A policy may afl'ect the ,or?-
inal nte only if it signals a willingness to pursue policies that affect it and correspondingly a

policy may affect the real rate only if it signals a willingness to pumue policies that affect it.
Also, 'undervalued' or 'overvalued' currencies are not the issue, since exchange mtes are oDly
endogenous rcflections of underlying market conditions and govemment policies (Stockman,
1981 , p.29).

4. CoNCLUDTNG RTMARKS

This arlicle presents a classroom-suited version of the equilibrium exchange rate model of
Stockman (1987) that features Cobb-Douglas functional forms for production and utiliry and
models foreign exchange inten-ention explicitly. The model replicates the result that volatility
is not either good or bad because it is a necessary response to changes in preferences and pro-
ductivity. Also, the policy implication of the equilibrium model that foreign exchange inter-
vention is ineffective is shoran in an explicit way.

A reason good enough for one to be inrerested in the equilibrium model is the fact that
deviations ol real exchange rates from PPP seem to be persistent. The equilibrium model
should also be useful as an input for the everyday modelling of more complicated models, an
example being its recent use by the neu open economy macroeconomics literature.

ENDNOTE
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